Focal atrial tachycardias (ATs) surrounding the anterior atrial septum (AAS) have been successfully ablated from the right atrial septum (RAS), the aortic cusps, and the aortic mitral junction. However, the strategy for mapping and ablation of AAS-ATs has not been well defined.

Methods and Results—Of 227 consecutive patients with AT, 47 (20.7%; mean age, 56.3±11.6 years) with AAS-ATs were studied; among them, initial ablation was successful at RAS in only 5 of 14 patients and at noncoronary cusp (NCC) in 28 of 33 patients. In 45 of the 47 patients, the 46 of 48 AAS-ATs were eliminated at RAS in 8 patients, NCC in 35 patients (earliest activation time at NCC was later than that at RAS by 5–10 ms in 6 patients), and aortic mitral junction in 3 patients (all with negative P wave in lead aVL and positive P wave in the inferior leads), including 1 patient whose 2 ATs were eliminated separately from the NCC and the aortic mitral junction.

Conclusions—Most of the ATs surrounding the AAS can be eliminated from within the NCC, which is usually the preferential ablation site. Ablation at the RAS and aortic mitral junction should be considered when supported by P-wave morphologies on surface ECG and results of activation mapping and ablation.
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WHAT IS KNOWN

• Focal atrial tachycardias (ATs) surrounding the anterior atrial septum have been successfully ablated from the right atrial septum, aortic cusps (especially noncoronary cusp [NCC]) and aortic mitral junction, however, catheter ablation of anterior atrial septum-ATs has been a challenge because of proximity to the AV node and the complex anatomy of this region.

WHAT THE STUDY ADDS

• This study reports most of the anterior atrial septum-ATs can be eliminated at the NCC, which is usually the preferential ablation site, even in a few patients with relatively later activation times at the NCC than at the right atrial septum.
• Ablation at the right atrial septum and aortic mitral junction should be considered when mapping from these sites shows an obviously earlier activation time or when ablation at the NCC fails to eliminate ATs.
• The P-wave morphology in the inferior and lateral leads can differentiate aortic mitral junction ATs from right atrial septum and NCC ATs.

mapping of the earliest atrial activation was performed around this area. If either the earliest atrial activation site was close to the AV node or His bundle region, or the tachycardia did not terminate during right atrial radiofrequency ablation, further detailed mapping in the aortic cusps via a retrograde aortic approach or left atrial mapping or both via a trans-septal approach was performed.

Radiofrequency catheter ablation was usually delivered at the earliest activation site. However, if activation timing at the NCC was similar or slightly later than that at the RAS (≤5–10 ms), initial ablation at the NCC was preferred to avoid the potential risk of damaging AV node conduction. Aortic angiography was performed before catheter ablation to establish the location of the coronary arteries and to delineate the anatomy of the coronary cusps. Radiofrequency application at the earliest activation site was initiated at 20 W and titrated ≤35 to 40 W for a maximum temperature of 55°C (if the saline irrigated catheter was used, radiofrequency energy was usually delivered at a low saline irrigation flow of 2 mL/min). The end point of ablation was the abolition of spontaneous tachycardia and the inability to induce tachycardia with multiple attempts of rapid atrial burst pacing, both with and without isoproterenol.

P-Wave Morphology Analysis

AT P-wave analysis was performed during the EP study. A 12-lead surface ECG was recorded. Particular attention was given to unmask the P-wave morphology, which was superimposed on the T wave or within the QRS morphology during periods of AV block or after a single or train of premature ventricular paced beats. The P-wave morphology was independently evaluated by 2 observers and defined based on the deviation from baseline during the T–P interval as: (1) positive (+); (2) negative (−); (3) isoelectric: arbitrarily defined when there was no P-wave deviation from a baseline ≥0.05 mV; and (4) biphasic (+− or −+).16

Statistical Analysis

Continuous variables are summarized by mean± SD or median (interquartile range) as appropriate. Categorical variables are represented by absolute and relative frequencies. The differences were compared with nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test or nonparametric χ² test as appropriate. A value of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. SPSS software version 17.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) was used for statistical analysis.

Results

Electrophysiology Study

Among the 47 patients, there were 48 ATs arising near the region of the AAS. Clinical AT was spontaneous in 6 patients and inducible without isoproterenol in 39 and with isoproterenol in 3 patients. All ATs could be terminated by atrial burst pacing. During tachycardia, the earliest right atrial activation was located at the anterosetal region, adjacent to the His bundle and preceded the earliest atrial activation at coronary sinus with activation sequence from proximal to distal recordings in all cases. Concurrent tachycardia was observed in 11 patients, all successfully ablated, including slow–fast AV nodal re-entrant tachycardia (n=6), fast–slow AV nodal re-entrant tachycardia (n=2), and AT from the right posterior septum (n=3), crista terminalis (n=1), and left atrial appendage (n=1).

Mapping and Ablation

During RA activation mapping, the sites with earliest atrial activation were recorded near the superior septum and adjacent to the His bundle. ATs were successfully ablated in 45 of 47 patients (46 of 48 ATs). In the 45 patients with successful ablation, the 46 ATs were eliminated from the RAS in 8 patients, the
NCC by a retrograde aortic approach in 35 patients and at the AMJ via a trans-septal approach in 3 patients (Figure 1), including 1 patient, whose 2 ATs were eliminated separately from the NCC and AMJ. The CARTO mapping system was used in 5 of 47 patients, and the irrigated catheter was only used in the same 5 patients because the nonirrigated catheter compatible with the CARTO mapping system was not available at our hospital. ATs in these patients were all eliminated by radiofrequency ablation at a low saline irrigation flow of 2 mL/min as follows: at the RAS in 2 patients, NCC in 2, and AMJ in 1 patient.

Figure 2. Successful ablation target site in noncoronary cusp (NCC) and fluoroscopy images. **Left.** Fluoroscopic images from a case of focal atrial tachycardia eliminated in the NCC. A and B, The successful ablation site in the left anterior oblique (LAO) and right anterior oblique (RAO) views. C and D, Aortic root angiograms taken from a pigtail catheter at the NCC at the same fluoroscopic angles before ablation. **Right.** Intracardiac electrograms of the successful ablation target at the NCC. A indicates atrial potential; ABL, ablation catheter; CS, coronary sinus; H, His potential; HISd, HISm, and HISp, distal, middle, and proximal electrodes of the HIS mapping catheter; L, left coronary cusp; N, NCC; R, right coronary cusp; and, V, ventricular potential.

Figure 3. Successful ablation target sites in the right anterior septum (RAS) and CARTO electric anatomic images in 2 patients. **A.** Patient 1. **Left top,** Intracardiac electrograms of the successful ablation site with earliest atrial potential in the RAS. Of note, 2 potentials were recorded in the HISm and HISp. The atrial potential at the target site had a similar activation time to the first atrial potential in the HIS catheter (red arrow). **Middle top,** Biatrial and noncoronary cusp (NCC) atrial activation mapping during atrial tachycardia (AT) with the CARTO system. The successful ablation site was located in RAS (blue tag), which was slightly anterior and superior to the His bundle region. Mapping from the left atrial septum and the fossa ovalis showed late atrial activation. **Right top,** Earliest atrial activation electrogram at NCC preceded coronary sinus (CS) 9-10, by 30 ms, and ablation at NCC failed to eliminate the AT. **B.** Patient 2. **Left bottom,** Intracardiac electrograms of the successful ablation site with earliest atrial potential in RAS. Please note 2 potentials with 45-ms time difference were recorded in the HISd and HISm mapping catheter, as well. The longer time difference might be partly caused by 3× of ablation in that area (30 ms before ablation), which lead to local conduction delay. **Middle bottom,** Right atrial activation mapping during AT using CARTO system. The successful ablation site in RAS was similar to that in the patient above (Patient 1). **Right bottom,** Earliest atrial activation time adjacent to the His bundle preceded CS 9-10, by 50 ms, which was similar to the timing of the second atrial potential in the HIS catheter (black arrow). A indicates atrial potential; H, His potential; and V, ventricular potential.
Among the 14 patients who underwent initial ablation at the RAS, 5 patients had a successful ablation. Of the 9 patients who initially failed ablation from the RAS, 7 had successful ablation at the NCC (the activation time at the successful ablation site preceded the one at the RAS by 8.3±4.2, range: 2–15 ms); 1 patient had a successful ablation at the AMJ; and 1 patient had an unsuccessful ablation at the RAS only. In the 33 patients who underwent initial ablation at the NCC, ablation was successful at the NCC in 28 patients (Figure 4), including 3 patients in whom initial ablation at the NCC failed, subsequent ablation in RAS failed, and eventually success was achieved at the NCC; in 3 patients, ablation at NCC failed and was eventually successful from the RAS (Figure 3A) with activation time earlier than that at the NCC by 6 to 10 ms; in 1 patient, ablation was eventually successful at the AMJ; and in 1 patient, all ablation attempts failed. In 1 patient, 2 ATs were induced during the procedure, and detailed mapping in the aortic cusps via a retrograde aortic approach showed that the earliest atrial activation sites of the 2 ATs were located separately in the LCC (AT1) and NCC (AT2; Figure 4). AT1 could be repeatedly terminated in 15 to 23 s after radiofrequency energy delivery (30–40 W) at the LCC, but was still inducible. Left atrial mapping via the trans-septal approach showed that the earliest atrial activation was located at the AMJ posterior to the LCC preceding the His bundle atrial potential by 40 ms (Figure 4). Ablation at this site eliminated AT1. AT2 was eliminated at the NCC (Figure 4).

The mapping and ablation data in different successful ablation sites in 45 patients (46 ATs) are shown in Table 1. The time difference in earliest atrial activation between the successful ablation site and the RAS or NCC is shown in Figure 5. Interestingly, the activation time of successful ablation sites at the NCC was later than the earliest activation time at the RAS by 5 to 10 ms in 6 of the 35 patients (Figure 5). Ablation at the RAS had a higher likelihood of inducing junctional ectopy and of AH interval prolongation during ablation, requiring more time to terminate the AT during ablation and more ablation lesions to eliminate the arrhythmia (Table 1). In addition, among the 8 patients with successful ablation at the RAS, a long sheath (Swartz SR0) was needed to support more stable contact with the RAS in 7 patients, among whom 2 discrete
potentials could be recorded at the His catheter in 3 patients (Figure 3); the sites with successful ablation in the 3 patients were more anterior and superior to the His bundle recording sites, where the atrial activation potentials with slightly earlier timing than the first potential at the His bundle catheter were recorded.

No complications were observed during and following catheter ablation procedures. During a median follow-up period of 46.5 (23.0–70.0) months (from 8 months to 7 years), 43 patients were free of ATs without antiarrhythmic drugs, and in 2 patients, ATs recurred and were eliminated at a second procedure. The successful ablation sites were at the NCC in 1 patient (whose successful ablation site in the first procedure was at the RAS) and at the AMJ in another patient (whose successful ablation site in the first procedure was at the AMJ).

**P-Wave Configuration**

P-wave duration during tachycardia was 78.4±16.9 ms, which was shorter than that during sinus rhythm (113.3±15.7 ms; P<0.05). The detailed P-wave morphologies of ATs at different sites in AAS are described below (Table 2; Figures 4 and 6).

In the 8 patients with RAS ATs, the P wave during tachycardia was positive or isoelectric in leads I and aVL in all patients, and the P wave in leads V1 or V2 was negative/positive in 6 patients. In the 35 patients with NCC AT, the P wave during tachycardia was positive or isoelectric in leads I and aVL in most patients, but was negative/positive in lead aVL in 3 patients. In leads II, III, and aVF, the P wave could be negative/positive, positive, or negative, and in leads V1 or V2, a negative/positive pattern was seen in 30 patients (Table 2; Figure 6). In the 3 patients with AMJ-AT, the P wave was negative in lead aVL and positive in leads II, III, and aVF; leads V1 or V2 manifested a negative/positive pattern with a prominent positive component (Table 2; Figures 4 and 6).

### Discussion

**Major Findings**

To our knowledge, this study included the largest population of patients undergoing catheter ablation of AAS-ATs thus far reported. ATs surrounding the AAS, observed in 47 of 227 (20.7%) patients in this study, could be safely and effectively ablated in the majority of patients. Most of these ATs could be eliminated at the NCC, which is usually a preferential ablation site, even in a few patients with relatively later activation times at the NCC than at the RAS. Ablation at the RAS and AMJ should be considered when mapping from these sites shows an obviously earlier activation time or when ablation at the NCC fails

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>aVR</th>
<th>aVL</th>
<th>aVF</th>
<th>V1 or V2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAS (n=8)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-),+(-)</td>
<td>+(-),+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCC (n=35)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-),+(-)</td>
<td>+(-),+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
<td>+(-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMJ (n=3)</td>
<td>-(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
<td>+(-)iso(1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ indicates positive; —, negative; +/-, positive/negative; —/+ , negative/positive; iso, isoelectric; AAS, anterior atrial septum; AMJ, aortic mitral junction; ATs, atrial tachycardias; NCC, noncoronary cusp; and RAS, right atrial septum.
to eliminate ATs. The P-wave morphology in the inferior and lateral leads differentiated RAS and NCC ATs from AMJ-ATs.

Prevalence of ATs Surrounding the AAS

ATs originating from the septal regions are not uncommon in earlier studies. After AAS-AT eliminated from the NCC was first reported in 2004, successful ablation of AAS-ATs from the NCC, other aortic cusps, and the AMJ has been reported in more patients. In this study, 19.2% of ATs originated from the region of the AAS, which is close to the prevalence reported by Das et al (18.5%) in 2008 and Ju et al (17.7%) in 2012. However, the main successful ablation sites of AAS-ATs were different among studies. In this study, 35 of 48 AAS-ATs (72.9%) were successfully ablated at the NCC, which was similar to the prevalence (70%) reported by Das et al, but only 25% of AAS-ATs were ablated at the NCC in the study of Ju et al. The main reason for the different results may be the different mapping and ablation approaches preferred at different centers.

Mapping and Ablation of ATs From the AAS

Catheter ablation of ATs originating from the AAS at the apex of the triangle of Koch has been a challenge because of proximity to the AV node. Despite careful attention to location of the AV node and the His bundle, the risk of inadvertent AV block remains. Furthermore, mapping of the left side of the interatrial septum after a trans-septal puncture is sometimes necessary to identify the optimal ablation site. After the successful ablation of AAS-AT from the NCC was first reported in 2004, more case series of ATs successfully eliminated from the NCC without complications were reported. Subsequently, ATs from the AAS ablated from the RCC, LCC, and AMJ were described. However, the role of ablation at the NCC, other aortic cusps (LCC or RCC), and AMJ besides the RAS in the treatment of perinodal ATs, whether preferential or adjunctive, has not been determined.

Ouyang et al reported that a successful ablation was achieved from the NCC in a series of 9 patients, the majority of whom had failed prior attempts at radiofrequency ablation from a para-Hisian RA site and from the left anteroseptal region. We previously described the results of targeting anteroseptal ATs from the aortic coronary cusps in 22 patients. Among the 16 patients with successful ablation from the NCC, initial radiofrequency ablation from the right atrium was unsuccessful in 5 patients. In 6 patients with successful ablation from the LCC or AMJ, initial ablation attempts from the right atrium were all unsuccessful. In this study, among the 14 patients who underwent initial ablation at the RAS, only 5 patients had successful ablation. The data from the above studies suggest that ablation from the aortic coronary cusps and the AMJ in at least some patients with AAS-ATs is not merely an adjunctive or preferred approach, but an essential approach for a successful ablation. Anatomically, the NCC overlies the paraseptal regions of the atria, and the central fibrous body of the heart, which contains the bundle of His, is located in the interleaflet triangle between the NCC and the RCC. Previous studies reported that successful ablation sites of ATs from the NCC can localize to different sites at the NCC, including near the junction between the NCC and RCC, and other sites within the NCC. In this study, among the 35 patients with successful ablation from the NCC, the time differences between the earliest atrial activation at the NCC and the RAS ranged from −30 to +10 ms, which indicates that the sites with successful ablation at the NCC distribute in a relatively large area, from the site close to the RCC/RAS, in the middle of NCC (the true atrial septum), or closer to the LCC/AMJ.

Recently, it has been reported that ATs arising from the LCC/AMJ are not uncommon among ATs surrounding the aortic cusps. In this study, 3 patients had successful ablation from the AMJ after ablation from the RAS, NCC, and LCC failed to eliminate the ATs. In 1 of the 3 patients (Figure 4), radiofrequency ablation at the LCC could temporarily terminate AT and ablation at the AMJ eventually eliminated AT. In addition, mapping from the LCC and AMJ showed a similar earlier atrial activation time preceding the His bundle atrial potential (30 versus 40 ms, respectively). The results suggest that the AT origin might be located between the LCC and AMJ. Therefore, in some cases when AT originating from

![Figure 6](http://circep.ahajournals.org/attach/620/580620/1592689/0024-A36551414906455800824685547.png)

**Figure 6.** Representative P-wave morphologies on a 12-lead surface ECG in 5 separate patients with atrial tachycardias (ATs) at different sites surrounding the anterior atrial septum. A, Right atrial septum-AT: P waves are positive in leads I and aVL, positive in inferior leads, and negative/positive in lead V1. B–D, Noncoronary cusp-ATs: P waves are positive in leads I and aVL, positive (B), biphasic (C) or negative (D) in inferior leads, negative/positive in leads V1 through V5. E, Aortic mitral junction-AT: P waves are negative in leads I and aVL, positive in inferior leads, negative/positive in lead V1.
LCC or AMJ is considered, or when catheter ablation from the LCC or AMJ fails to eliminate the AT, mapping or ablation from its counterpart might be a good alternative choice.

Although the approach of ablation of ATs surrounding the region of the aortic coronary cusps and AMJ has been well defined,4–9,13,14,16–18 the ablation results of these AAS-ATs have been reported in only limited studies.7,10 Das et al10 reported successful elimination of ATs by catheter ablation at the NCC in 7 of 10 patients with perinodal ATs, although the NCC approach was preferential in 7 patients after ablation at the RAS failed to eliminate the ATs in 3 patients. Ju et al10 reported that 20 patients with AAS-ATs underwent catheter ablation, only 5 patients (25%) needed ablation at the NCC, whereas the other 15 patients (75%) could be successfully eliminated by ablation from the RAS. In their study, the RAS approach was preferred, and the NCC approach was not used unless 3 ablation attempts failed to eliminate ATs in the RAS. From the ablation results of the above-mentioned studies, it was speculated that most AAS-ATs might be eliminated from the RAS or NCC, but which approach was better or preferred remained unresolved.

In this study, in comparison with the group with successful ablation from the RAS approach, the group with successful ablation via a NCC approach had less prevalence of junctional ectopy, shorter time to termination, and fewer radiofrequency ablation catheter manipulations (Table 1). In addition, manipulation of the ablation catheter to achieve stable contact with the RAS was difficult, and a long sheath was needed to support the ablation catheter in 7 of 8 patients with successful ablation at the RAS. In contrast with ablation at the RAS, manipulation of the ablation catheter and ablation at the NCC was easy and safe. Interestingly, among the 35 patients with successful ablation at the NCC, 6 patients had a later focal atrial activation time by 5 to 10 ms at the NCC than that at the RAS (Figure 5), which might be explained by the close vicinity of the earliest atrial activation sites between the NCC and the RAS in these patients, the catheter stability during ablation in the NCC, and the potential application of higher energies at the NCC based on the lower risk of AV node damage. However, the fact that the ATs were terminated in a short duration after ablation further supported the anatomic vicinity and the catheter stability.

**Electrocardiographic Characteristics of the P-Wave Morphology**

The characteristic P-wave morphological feature of ATs originating near the NCC was reported by Ouyang et al13 as a negative/positive P wave in leads I and aVF and narrow; earliest A by RA mapping was located in para-Hisian region (Table 1). Based on most of the previous studies and our findings, it can be concluded that: (1) During catheter ablation of AAS-ATs, the ablation approaches from the RAS, NCC, and LCC/AMJ are all essential rather than adjunctive or preferred ones in some patients. (2) A negative/positive P wave in leads I or aVF and relatively narrow P waves on surface ECG are highly predictive of AT arising from the atrial septum, however, it provides little help for differentiating AT origin from the RAS, NCC, and AMJ/LCC. A negative P wave in lead aVL and a positive P wave in inferior leads are the characteristic P-wave morphology of AT originating from AMJ/LCC. In fact, in the latter cases in this study, most patients with AAS ATs could be identified according to the characteristic P waves on surface ECG before mapping and ablation.

**Strategy of AAS-ATs Ablation**

Based on most of the previous studies and our findings, it can be concluded that: (1) During catheter ablation of AAS-ATs, the ablation approaches from the RAS, NCC, and LCC/AMJ are all essential rather than adjunctive or preferred ones in some patients. (2) A negative/positive P wave in leads I or aVF and relatively narrow P waves on surface ECG are highly predictive of AT arising from the atrial septum, however, it

---

**Figure 7.** The flow chart of the strategy for mapping and ablation of anterior atrial septum (AAS)-atrial tachycardias (ATs). AMJ indicates aortic mitral junction; AVN, atrioventricular node; CS, coronary sinus; LCC, left coronary cusp; NCC, noncoronary cusp; RAS, right atrial septum; RF, radiofrequency; and SVT, supraventricular tachycardia.
provides little help for differentiating AT origin from the RAS, NCC, and AMJ/LCC. A negative P wave in lead aVL and a positive P wave in inferior leads are the characteristic P-wave morphology of AT originating from AMJ/LCC. (3) When considering the risk of AV block, catheter stability during ablation and the sites with most successful ablation, the NCC should be a preferred ablation site over the RAS in most patients with AAS ATs, especially in patients with earlier atrial activation time at the NCC than at the RAS, or in patients with later, but <5 to 10 ms, focal atrial activation time at the NCC than at the RAS (Figure 6).(4) For ablation of AT from the RAS, a long sheath is recommended to achieve stable contact, and carefully mapping the earliest atrial activation potential at the RAS may avoid an unnecessary retrograde aortic approach in a few patients. If the site with earliest atrial activation is close to the His bundle region, mapping and ablation from the aortic cusps (the NCC and LCC) are strongly recommended to minimize the potential risk of AV block. A flow chart of the strategy of mapping and ablation of AAS-ATs is provided in Figure 7.

Limitations
Because of the inaccurate or unstable positioning of His and coronary sinus catheters in some patients, the measured values may have some errors. In a few patients, the P-wave morphology could not be identified clearly, despite single or multiple premature ventricular paced beats. The patient population in this study was relatively young, therefore, there was no complication related to the retrograde aortic approach; however, an aortic approach may carry higher risks in older patients because of atheroma and arterial access. In addition, because of the small number of patients with AMJ-ATs, the results of statistical analysis may be unreliable.

Conclusions
ATs surrounding the anterior septum are common and can be safely and effectively ablated. Most of these ATs can be eliminated from the NCC, and the NCC is usually the preferred ablation site. A negative P wave in lead aVL and positive P-wave in the inferior leads constitute the characteristic P-wave morphology of AMJ/LCC ATs. Ablation at the RAS and AMJ should be considered according to P-wave morphologies on surface ECG and mapping/ablation results.
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